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Requirements

Download / Update the app via link:
app.sfy.com/moove

One Tablet or Smartphone per team:
- Minimum Android version - 6, recommended version - 7 
- Minimum iOS version - 10.1, recommended version - 12.3 
- GPS enabled

Stable Internet connection to set up the game
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ANDROID devices DO NOT support following options:

- Mini game. Slot Machine
- Augmented Reality Shell Game
- Physical Activity
- Augmented Reality scenes
- “More fun” option for challenges
- Disable chat
- Blocked segments
- Segments for floating challenges
- Challenge activation via iBeacon



Back office Interface, Login 

Backoffice link: http://moove80.mooveteam.com

After (1)Login go to (2)‘Events’ Tab.

Here you manage all your games, do import/export of 
created games, check status, download results and make 
any changes.

To change a language press on the (7) Language button 
on the top-right.

(2)Events - All moove TEAM and INDOOR events;
(3)Indoor - Only moove INDOOR events;
(4)Gallery - Gallery of images for challenges;
(5)Photocall - moove PHOTOCALL games;
(6)Downloads - Links to all Moove apps;
(8)Gallery of 3D objects - 3D objects for challenges;
(9)Augmented Reality scenes - implement AR to the 
challenges 
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Event Creation 
To create a new event, press (1)New 

Enter the (2)name and choose a (3)number of teams, (4)starting 
location and press (5)Create 

To add a content press (6)Edit  

In (7)Menu above appear 10 tabs for customization

On the top-right there are few buttons:
-(8)View on map to see and move all the challenges 

                  -(9)Optimize multimedia if event launches too slow
                  -(10)Restart current event

(11)Checkboxes: 
-Active means available to play; 
-Indoor transforms standard event into Indoor app event;

-Don’t allow users to switch segments - hide Segments button on 
app. When active, Segments are changed manually from Back office 
Premium account feature;
-Hide chat icon on app - disable Chat button PA feature;

(12)Personalize app with background color 

(13)Exports event to a hard disk

3
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Event Creation - Logo 
Press (1)choose file and find an image on your hard 
disk. The image should be in *jpg or *png format. Choose 
a file and press ‘Open’. 

Press (2)Send Logo to upload the logo of event

(3)Logo will appear in the center of the waiting screen

This option replaces (4)Moove logo in the upper part of 
Player’s screen for another one. Premium account feature

Recommended ratio of a picture is 1:1 (square). The 
system will crop it to a circle (like in Facebook)

A)

B)

3.1



Event Creation - Alliances 
Teams may form Alliances and work on a common result. 
In that way every team will do their own Route and gather 
points

Press (1)New to create an alliance. Enter the (3)name 
and (4)Save 

Also you may (2)edit or delete existing alliances

A)

3.2



Event Creation - Teams 
A) Here you (1)edit the teams: change the name, 

order,  (2)delete teams or (3)add new ones, 
see a (4)Picture, that a team has taken

There are 2 different types of teams and they have 
different interfaces:

‘Player’ team - iPad is used by players to complete the 
game

‘Staff’ team - iPad is used to follow the game, see the 
teams, challenges (un)done, communicate to teams, etc

(5)Unassign device is used in case if you need to 
change the iPad during the game

(6)QR codes are used for a quick login via app

3.3



Here is the main part of the Indoor event creation. You can (1)create, (2)edit and (3)delete 
challenges set timing, reward, etc.

Questions - multiple choice or free text question; 

Hints - a message combined of text, picture, video; 

Physical Activity - run 50 meters in 30 seconds keeping balance;

Picture/Video Point - photo or video challenge;

Mini Game. Puzzle - move the pieces to complete an image; 

Mini Game. Guess the word -  compose a hidden word from the proposed letters; 

Mini Game. Find the pairs - a memory game. Find a pair by turning over the cards;

Mini Game. Related words - scroll 2 columns to find a relation;
 
Mini Game. Slot machine - slots;

Mini Game. AR Shell - find a white ball under 1 of 3 shuffling cups;

Guess the song challenge - answer the question while the video is playing

To create a new challenge, choose the type of challenge and press (1)New

Event Creation - Challenges creation
A)

3.4



Event Creation - Challenges: location & activation 
A)
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Enter the (1)name of the challenge

By default all the challenge are activated by geolocation. When the 
user approaches a certain (2)location on a certain (3)distance the 
challenge pops-up on the screen

Other ways of activation: come close to (4)iBeacon, scan (5)QR 
code, (6)manual activation from the list of challenges

For (7)more fun make this challenge available only for the first team 
who reaches it. The challenge will disappear from other teams’ 
screens

Add an (8)Object needed to activate this challenge

Set a (3)distance of activation (for GPS). 20 meters is 
recommended for game on foot, 100 meters for cars

Choose an (9)icon which will appear on the map.
Customized icon is a premium account feature.

Go to the (11)next tab or (12)save changes

This tab (Map)  is common for all challenges. Set up the location, 
way of activation, icon, objects related with that challenge.

9
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Event Creation - Challenges: location & activation 
B)

3.4.1
The alternative way to set up the location of a challenge is to use 
coordinates: (1)Latitude and (2)Longitude 

(3)Checkbox serves to assign a PIN code for that challenge. Enter a 
(4)message to show while asking a code and (5)4-digit number. 

Go to the (6)next tab or (7)save button



Event Creation - Challenges: Introduction & details 
(1)Introduction and details is also common for all 
challenges. You set up the (2)introductory message 
which appears before a challenge. Use (3)HTML 
editor to put text, (4)picture, (5)links and edit a 
content. 

(6)Video which appears in the upper part of an 
introductory screen

Assign a (7)Segment if needed

For not to use (2)Introductory screen go to a 
(8)Source code and delete all the data from there

Use (8)Source code to introduce your HTML/CSS code

Choose the (9)Augmented Reality scenario if 
needed and proceed to the (10)next tab 

A)
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Event Creation - Challenges: ‘Questions’ 
Teams have to choose 1 answer or type an answer. First, 
set the (1)location, method of activation, 
introduction, details.

(2)Write a question maximum of 350 symbols

(3)Write up to 6 answers and choose the right one. 
For a free text answer change the (7)answer type

-in the game will appear only filled answers, 
-if you choose the option ‘star*’, all the answers will 
be correct

Choose a (4)reward (Points) and time allowed to 
answer in seconds). Also you may add some extra points 
for the fastest 3 right answers

Choose a prize (5)Object if needed

Enter a (6)message for a right/wrong answer

(8)Save and exit 

A)
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Event Creation - Challenges: ‘Hint’
Hint (clue) is a message combined of text, picture, 
video. It has same options as an introductory text. Enter 
the (1)name of a hint

Use (2)HTML editor to put text, (4)picture, (3)links 
and edit a content

(5)Video which appears in the upper part of a screen

Assign a (6)Segment if needed

Choose a prize (7)object if needed

Hint may give (8)points. To take away points put a 
number in negative, e.g. “ -50 ”

(9)Augmented Reality Scene, if needed

(10)Save changes and exit 

A)
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Event Creation - Challenges: ‘Physical Activity’ 
Teams have to run 50 meters in 30 seconds keeping 
balance. This challenge can not be modified at all. Just 
set the (1)location and method of activation 

Fill in the (2)introductory and details section

Add reward (3)points 

Choose a prize (4)object 

(5)Save and exit

A)

3.4.5



Event Creation - Challenges: ‘Photo/Video Point’ 
Teams have to make a photo/video according to the 
task they receive in introductory screen. After the task 
will be done the Organization will score the picture/
video from back office or Staff iPad. First, set the 
(1)location and method of activation 

Create a task in the (2)introductory and details 
section

Add reward (4)points. This is a maximum teams can 
get for the task. 

If needed, choose an (5)Augmented Reality scene 

To have a (3)Video challenge, mark a checkbox.
Maximum video length is limited by 20 seconds.
Premium account can record up to 60 seconds.

Choose a prize (6)object

(7)Save and exit

A)

3.4.6



Event Creation - Challenges: ‘Geolocated Video’ 
Enter the (1)name of a challenge

Set the (2)distance to activate a challenge 

Choose a (3)location on the map

Choose a (4)video you want to show as AR 

Assign a (5)segment if needed

Choose an (6)icon

(7)Save and exit 

Teams have to come close to the icon on the map, 
press the AR button (bottom - left corner), and point the 
iPad to the location of the Challenge and see a Video 
message.

A)

3.4.7



Event Creation - Challenges: ‘Puzzle’ 
A)

Teams have move the pieces to complete an image. 
First, set the (1)location and method of activation 

Create a task in the (2)introductory and details 
section

If needed, choose an (3)Augmented Reality scene

Press on the picture under ‘Puzzle image’ sign and 
choose a file from the gallery (crop 1:1). Choose the 
(4)number of pieces. If you put 3, the puzzle would 
be 3x3 and contain 9 pieces 

Enter award (5)points and time allowed in seconds

Leave a (6)message for the right/wrong answer 

Choose a (7)prize object if needed 

(8)Save and exit

3.4.8



Event Creation - Challenges: ‘Guess the word’ - easy 
Teams have to compose a hidden word from the proposed 
letters. First, set the (1)location, method of activation, 
introduction, details 

Select (2)Easy (only letters) or Hard mode with Timed 
Hints that subtract points and extended keyboard with 
special symbols and numbers 

Choose an (3)image from your gallery crop (1:1)

Write a (4)phrase related to the word or a question

Enter the (5)word the teams have to guess. If this word 
is inside a (4)phrase, it will be replaced with space symbol 
___ 
Choose (6)Points and time allowed in seconds

Leave a (7)message for the right/wrong answer 

Choose a (8)prize object if needed

(9)Save and exit 

A)

3.4.9
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Event Creation - Challenges: ‘Guess the word’ - hard 

A (1)hard mode has Timed Hints that subtract points 
after the time has run out and a classic keyboard with 
special symbols and numbers. 

Only 2 Timed hints are available, press (2)create button 
to set them up

In the appeared field fill in the (3)timer, hint text and 
points to subtract.   

After the time has ran out (4)First hint will appear and 
the (5)Second hint will be invisible until the tam runs out

Introduce the word and press (6)Validate button. If the 
answer is wrong, team has unlimited attempts to guess 
the right word until the timer runs out

B)

3.4.9



Event Creation - Challenges: ‘Find the pairs’ 
Teams have to compose a hidden word from the proposed 
letters. First, set the (1)location, method of activation, 
introduction, details.

Choose the back side (2)card image from the gallery crop 
(1:1)

(3)Add front side images from the gallery crop (1:1). 8 
pictures is a right amount.

Choose (4)Points and time allowed in seconds

Leave a (5)message for the right/wrong answer 

Choose a (6)prize object if needed

(7)Save and exit 

A)

3.4.10



Event Creation - Challenges: ‘Related Words’ 
Teams have to scroll 2 columns to find a relation. 
First, set the (1)location, method of activation, 
introduction, details

In the Related words section press the (2)create and write 
the word in column ‘A’ and the relative word in column ‘B’. 
Also, you can choose an image cropped 1:1 from the 
gallery.

You can combine text & image, text & text, image & image.

Choose (3)Points and time allowed in seconds

Leave a (4)message for the right/wrong answer 

Choose a (5)prize object if needed

(6)Save and exit 

A)

3.4.11



Event Creation - Challenges: ‘Slot machine’ 
Classic Slots. First, set the (1)location, method of 
activation, introduction, details

(2)Add Images from the gallery (crop 1:1) and assign 
points for every picture 

Set (3) time allowed in seconds

Choose a (5)prize object if needed

(6)Save and exit 

A)

3.4.12



Event Creation - Challenges: ‘AR Shell’ 
Teams have to find a white ball under 1 of 3 shuffling 
cups. First, set the (1)location, method of activation, 
introduction, details

Choose (2)Points and time allowed in seconds.
Points will be added for every success guess

The game may be played only on the (3)iPads with 
ARKit 

Choose a (4)prize object if needed

(5)Save and exit 

A)

3.4.13



Event Creation - Challenges: ‘Guess the song’ 
3.4.14

Choose a (1)video to show during a question. After the 
video is launched, it can NOT be stopped or played again.  

(2)Write a question 

(3)Write up to 4 answers and choose the right one. 
-in the game will appear only filled answers, 
-if you choose the option ‘star*’, all the answers will 
be correct

Choose a (4)reward (Points) and time allowed to 
answer in seconds). Also you may add some extra points 
for the fastest 3 right answers

Choose a prize (5)Object if needed

Enter a (6)message for a right/wrong answer

(7)Save and exit  

A)



Event Creation - Challenges: ‘Robots’ 
Robots are independent virtual characters that look like “Pac-
Man ghosts” and move freely through the (5)area of 
gameplay and can not be part of the route order. 
First, set the (1)location, method of activation, 
introduction, details.

There are two types of robot (4)behaviour: Hunt and 
Escape. The Hunt robots randomly decide which team they 
will hunt and will chase that team at the speed you define. The 
Escape robots try to avoid teams. When a robot is within 20 
meters of the iPad’s location  it will send a (3)message and 
(2)add or subtract points according to what you decide. 
Robots show up on all the teams’ maps and their positions are 
updated in real-time so it looks like they are moving around 
the map.

(4)Types of Robots: (6)Hunt (red ghost hunts teams), 
(7)Escape (blue ghost escapes from team), (8)Zombie 
Hunts! (zombie hunts teams), (9)Police (Policeman hunts 
teams), (10)Thief (thief escapes from teams)

(11)Save and exit 

A)
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Event Creation - Challenges: ‘Multiple Changes’ 

Press on (2)multiple changes from the  (1)challenges tab. 

Choose (3)options you want to edit:
-Use QR Code (activation of a challenge by scanning QR)
-Distance to Activate Challenge
-User can select (activation of a challenge will be manual from the iPad)
-Only first can do it (only the first team who reaches a that challenge can 
do it. After challenge disappears from other teams’ screens)

Select (4)challenges to edit 

 (5)Apply Changes

A)

3.4.16



Event Creation - Routes 
A) Routes allow us to define a strict order for carrying out the 

challenges in an event. Each team can, though it isn’t required, have 
a route assigned to it. Assigning different routes to different teams 
can be useful for large groups so that all the teams don’t go to the 
same place at the same time.

In tab (1)Routes you can (2)create a new route, (3)edit, 
(4)delete or (5)copy existing one

B)
In (A-2)edit route you can use following options:
-(5)Strict sequential Order: indicates whether the challenge must 
be carried out in order; 

NOTE: PLAYER’S CHOICE CHALLENGES MUST NEVER BE IN 
STRICT SEQUENTIAL ORDER

-(6)Always visible: the challenge will always appear on the map. If 
disabled, will not be shown until the previous challenge is done;

-(7)Never show: the challenge will not appear on that route;

-Hold the challenge and drag it to change the order.

98
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To assign a Route to a team, go to edit Team tab and (16)select a 
Route 

(17)Save and exit 

Event Creation - Routes 
C) In the tab (10)list you have an alternative way to edit the route. It has 

same options as (5)detail tab

To change the order of a challenge change (11)the number in 
Position column and press (12)sort  

All the challenges are shown on the (9)map. Hold a pin with a 
number of a challenge and drag to a different place to change a 
location of the challenge. Use (13)Custom Map option if you have 
one. (14)Full Screen option is available

(15)Save and exit 
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Event Creation - Objects 
Objects are used to get (13)access to a certain challenge or as a 
prize for well-completed challenge.. You can get objects by 
completing challenges and receive them from other teams/staff

In (1)Objects/Gadgets tab you can (2)create, (3)edit or 
(4)delete objects

(5)Initial Stock - number of objects on start;
(6)times that object is used as a reward; 
(7)times that object is needed to activate a challenge.

A)

9
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10

12

11

14

13

(2)Create a new object. Enter the (8)name and select an 
(9)image from the gallery (crop 1:1)

Use HTML editor to (10)write a description 

(11)Initial Stock - number of objects on start;

Optional feature (12)3D AR Objects appear after completing a 
challenge few meters away from the iPad as an AR object on 
camera’s screen. Players will have 30 seconds to go in the center of 
an AR object. After, the AR object will disappear and appear in 
Inventory.  

(14)Save and exit

B)

3.6



Event Creation - Objects 
С) After the object is created, you can use it in the game. Go to 

edit challenge

To assign an object as (16)needed to activate this challenge 
click on the (17)add and choose one from the (18)list 

To assign an object as a prize for a completed challenge go to 
the (19)last tab and choose one from the list

15

20

16

19

17

21

18D)
(21)Collected objects appear in inventory of a team and may 
be sent to other teams

3.6



Event Creation - 3D AR Objects 
A)

3.6.1

To create an 3D Object, enter the (1)name and select an (2)image 
from the gallery (crop 1:1)

Use HTML editor to (5)write a description 

(3)Initial Stock - number of objects on start;

Choose an (4)AR Object from the gallery of 3D objects 

(6)Choose that option if you want players to observe an 
object after they hunt it 

Assign it to a challenge as a normal object

3D AR Objects appear after completing a challenge few 
meters away from the iPad as an AR object on camera’s 
screen. Players will have 30 seconds to go in the center of an 
AR object to catch it. After that, the AR object will disappear and 
appear in Inventory. 
3D AR Objects have same functionality as normal Objects, the 
difference is players have to “catch” them.



Event Creation - adding 3D objects to a gallery 
3.6.2

To add your own 3D object, contact our support team: 
alex@mooveteam.com 
rsevilla@mooveteam.com 
helena@mooveteam.com 

You will need an object in a format USDZ - the only format supported by apple devices. 
Send your object by mail or WeTransfer indicating the size you would like to have (like an iPad 
or bigger), distance (1m, 2m, 0.5m), appearance according to a user (in front, behind, etc). 

Also, indicate if you want an object be PRIVATE or PUBLIC

mailto:alex@mooveteam.com
mailto:rsevilla@mooveteam.com
mailto:helena@mooveteam.com
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To create a single Gadget press on (2)new, enter a (6)name, 
(7)quantity choose a gadget from a (9)list.

(9)Save and exit

Event Creation - Gadgets 
A)

Gadgets are fun screen behaviours that teams can send to 
each other. They don’t make any influence on a game.

From (1)Objects/Gadgets tab you can (2)create, (3)edit and 
(4)delete gadgets. Once the gadget is created it assigns to all 
teams at once 

Press (5)auto to create 3 items of each gadget

B)

9

8
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Event Creation - Gadgets 
C) Bomb (fire): fire comes from the bottom of the screen.

Drunk Screen: the screen looks blurry.
Scaring Ghost: produces a ‘terrifying’ image and a loud noise.
Broken screen: The screen appears to break as the sound of 
broken glass is heard.
Fireworks: Fireworks appear on the screen.
Love: a shower of hearts is shown on screen.
X-ray: Allows you to see where the other teams are on the map.
Fart: farts sound.
Locked screen: Locks a screen of receiving team for 1 min
Screen inverted: The receiving team 
can only see the iPad screen 
when it is turned upside down 
(facing down)

3.7



Segments is a way to organize challenges based on different 
concepts: culture, history, different locations, levels etc. 
You can also create different segments for different floors or rooms 
to allow teams to play in buildings. 

Participants (5)select segments and then only see on the map the 
challenges related to selected segment.

(6)Custom static (no moving or zoom allowed) background 
can be associated to the different segments.

With this function an event can consist of several independent 
games within the event that participants can activate / deactivate at 
will.

Event Creation - Segments 
A)

Go to (1)Segments tab to (2)create, (3)edit or (4)delete segments

Routes created can include all challenges regardless of the segment they 
are assigned to. During play, if segments are used, only the challenges of 
the currently selected segment will be visible. Players can change segments 
to see the different challenges.

3.8



To assign a challenge to a certain segment go to (11)edit a 
challenge, (12)introduction and details choose a 
(13)segment from the list

Each team can be assigned a default segment by you to 
start the game. If segments are created and no segment is 
assigned to a team,
The system will automatically assign the first segment in the 
list.

C)

 There are 2 types of segments: with a standard map and a 
(6)static background 

To (2)create a segment without background enter the 
(7)name, (8)order in a (5)list of segments, (9)save and 
exit. 

To (2)create a segment with a (6)static background 
choose a (10)picture from the gallery (crop 3:4). That option 
does NOT allow to zoom or move a background.

Event Creation - Segments
B)
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This a premium account feature which permits organisation 
change segments manually during the game. Teams have a button 
“Segments” disabled and so do not know that something can change. 

Enter a (1)flag tab 

Active (3)segment is indicated by a (4)tick in front of a team. Press 
on (5)change to switch another segment

Event Creation - Dynamic segments
B)

3.9



This function allows overlay a custom map with any picture. The 
(2)custom map can complement the standard map (street, satellite) 
with fictional recreations of the territory, such as historical maps, areas 
permitted or forbidden, routes to be followed by the participants, maps 
for children, special maps with the location of monuments, etc. 

You can also import a (3)track line of the route to be followed by the 
teams.

Go to (1)Custom map and (4)choose an image in format *PNG for a 
(2)custom map. Then using (5)red pins draw an area for a new map. 
The image can also be transparent.

To upload a (3)GPX track (6)upload a file in *GPX format. You can 
search for free routes at Wikiloc or grab your own using Apps.

(7)Save and exit

Event Creation - Custom Map & GPX Track
A)

3.10



This tab allows us to upload a PDF file to an event so that 
the Players and Staff team can access to it any time during 
the game. 

In (1)Documents (2)choose a PDF file from the hard disk 
and (3)upload it for teams and/or for organization staff.

Teams may see it any time during the game. 
(4)Uploaded document by taping on briefing (i) button 
on the upper panel.

(5)Augmented reality package (Metaio) serves for 
uploading a scenario created in Metaio. Is a software to 
create simple AR scenes, contact Moove support for more 
details.
 
Check the following link to download Metaio software 
MacOS and Windows and guide. https://drive.google.com/
open?id=1q7J-ZPKr7ypwC6LkQQrhceDM0hTjTclv

Event Creation - Documents
A)

3.11
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Press (1)start to play the event. Only (3)started events will be 
available to choose on the iPad.

In order to edit an event you must press the (2)Stop 

When you (1)start an event data from the previous game will be 
erased so be sure to download it before.

In order to play a demo game, choose (4)Demo tab and press 
start. 

Choose (5)Real game os if you made all the tests and you want 
to play a game with all the teams you registered. Enter 
(6)Number of teams (only teams, staff is for free) and press 
(7)Accept sale and play. 

4.1
Actions on ‘Events’ tab - Start/Stop, Demo/Real game

A)



There are more options in (1)drop-down menu to the left from the event’s name 

(2)Print QR codes opens a window with (7)QR codes associated to challenges

(3)Clear current results of event or delete it 

Extended (4)details about challenges, distance, right answers, id, etc

(5)Duplicate event with all the challenges and locations

(6)Export the event on your hard disk. File may be shared with others

4.2
Actions on ‘Events’ tab - QR Code & Results
A)

9

8

(8)Export results will download onto your computer a “.zip” file with all of the 
results of the challenges completed by the teams 

To (9)download pictures and videos you have to (10)enter your email and 
press Export. You will receive a “.zip” file on your mail

B)

10



(1)Follow live allows you see teams on the map, results, (5)see and (6)send 
messages, gadgets, objects, (4)push challenges to teams. If needed you may 
(7)pause score

4.3
Actions on ‘Events’ tab - Follow live
A)

9
8

10

11
12

Tab (4)Details is the most important tab of the section.

(8)Force (push) a challenge to a team. The challenge will pop up on the 
player’s screen immediately. 

If you don’t want players to do that challenge, (9)Skip it. 

You can (8)Force or (9)Skip challenges for all teams at once by clicking on the 
(10)drop-down icon and choose one of the options

The (11)box indicates number of objects needed to activate that challenge. Click 
to see that objects. Also you may see which challenges the team has

Completed challenges have a (12)tick mark

B)

11



In (1)picture tab appear photos and videos made by teams during the game. 
There are 5 icons for a (6)quick score, also you may introduce points manually 
(any amount, even negative) and press (7)tick. After been scored a photo/video 
disappears from the list

In (2)note tab appear answer for free text challenges. You may see a (3)team, 
name of a challenge, question and (4)answer. 
Introduce an amount of points (it can be any amount, even negative) and press 
(5)send. After been evaluated, the answer disappears from the list

4.4
Actions on ‘Events’ tab - Score photos/answers

A)



Only active events allow you to play not in DEMO mode. To activate the event 
you have to (1)buy it. Before purchase the event you must have enough Moove 
Credits on your account: 1 participating team = 1 Credit, Staff teams do NOT 
need credits.

In (1)buy tab enter number of (3)participating teams and event’s (4)start 
date and double press (5)OK.  You will have (6)3 days from the date 
indicated to allow time to validate that everything works, make all tests and 
play a game. You can check it in (2)details. 

It is recommended to put event time 00:00 AM, so it can be active during all the 
day. IMPORTANT: The date must be put in the format MM/DD/YYYY

If you don’t have enough credits the event will not be (7)Authorised. Contact 
us to resolve this issue

4.5
Actions on ‘Events’ tab - Buy - Pay
A)



Videos 

To upload your video, go to the (1)user’s menu —> 
(2)Videos 

Press the (3)New button 

Introduce the (4)name and (5)choose a file and 
press the (6)save button 

The video must be *.mp4 or *.mov format and less 
than 5 MB size.

Premium account allows upload files up to 25 MB

A)

Videos are used in challenges. In Moove INDOOR they are 
used in Hints 

B)

C)

5



6
Augmented Reality Scenes

8

To create new AR scene, go to the (1)user’s menu —>
(2)Augmented Reality scenes 

Press the (3)New button 

Introduce the (4)name and (5)choose a picture which
will be replaced with AR 

Choose one of three (6)options of AR replacement

To replace with image, choose one from the Gallery

To replace with video, choose one from the (7)list of uploaded videos 

 Introduce (8)width of the replaced image in cm

More options for (9)3D objects: position, rotation, scale

To add AR scene to a challenge go to Challenge -> 
Introduction -> Add AR scene from option below

A)

AR scenes are used for replacement of one image with another image, video or 
3D Object. First you have to take a picture of the object (marker image) you 
want to replace. During the game, AR scenes appear on the introductory screen 
after pressing “Continue” button. So, they can be used before a challenge or as 
a Hint. 

9

10



6
Augmented Reality Scenes

We highly recommend to test all AR scenes 
before the game using Staff team (B). Only for 
iPads with ARKit*

To check AR scenes, press (1)AR button on 
Staff iPad and choose a (2)scene.  

(3)Image/Video replacement 
(4)3D Object replacement 

*ARKit requires an iOS device with iOS 11 and 
an A9 processor or later: iPad Pro (all models), 
iPad (6th generation), iPad (5th generation).

B)



(1)Gallery is a place where you keep all your pictures and manage them

To upload a picture (2)drag & drop it to that area. Maximum size is 3 MB

Change the (4)name of a picture for comfortable (3)search 

(5)These icons show an aspect ratio and times that picture is used in challenges. If the 
picture is used in a challenge it can not be (6)deleted 

In challenges are used pictures of (7)ratio 1:1. Segments background require ratio 
3:4. Custom icons need ratio ‘icon’. 

To crop a needed (7)ratio select a picture, select one of ratios and select an area on a 
picture and (8)crop it. The picture will appear below other pictures with a (5)ratio 
indicated

7
Gallery
A)

8



There are three options of login:
(1)Enter the username and password and press (3)login, choose an (6)active 
event and select a team.

(2)Tap locator or enter a (5)code and press (3)login. The game will download and 
assign a team automatically

Press the (2)QR code and scan (4)it. The game will download and assign a team 
automatically

You can get QR codes and Locators from the Teams tab

8
Login. Event select
A)



After the game is downloaded, (1)take a selfie of your (2)team. 

The event’s (3)logo you uploaded in back office

Check the (4)score 

(5)login again to change an event or team

Press to (6)play to proceed to the main screen of the game

9
Player’s screen
A)

(7)QR code reader needed to activate some challenges 

(8)Chat with other teams or organisation

(9)User activation challenges / “Floating” challenges  

(10) Switch segments 

(12)Inventory: take written or photo notes, keep objects

Send (11)Gadgets to other teams

(13)Briefing 

Search for (14)Augmented Reality video message

B)

14

8 9 10 11 12
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Chat permits interact with other teams and staff by (1)sending and (2)receiving 
text messages.  

Choose a (3)team from the list, type a message in a (4)input field and (5)send 
a message

9.1
A)

Player’s screen - Chat



   “Floating” challenges are activated manually by players during the 
game and are located in the (2)list on (1)challenges tab.

Open a (1)challenges tab to proceed to “Floating” challenges (2)list 

Tap on a challenge to choose one. After the introduction screen there 
are two options: launch a challenge (4)now or (3)not now (later)

9.2
A)

Player’s screen - “Floating” Challenges



Score table show the (2)name of a team and it’s position according to 
the number of (3)points  

The score is not updating live, so you have to go (1)back to the map 
and enter the score again to see updated table

9.3
A)

Player’s screen - Score



Inventory is used for taking (1)notes 

(2)Objects received. Tap on it to read the description or send it to another 
team

(3)Photos serve for taking notes. Tap on the (4)camera icon to take a new 
one. Photos can be downloaded to Camera Roll by pressing (5)-> button. 

If the event does not have any object, the inventory will not be active.

(6)Back to the map

9.4
A)

Player’s screen - Inventory



(1)Team’s current location 

(2)Custom map 

Challenges in a (3)strict order have red numbers

Challenges in a (4)free order have green numbers

Challenges (5)activated via QR code 

(6)Robots 

(7)Satellite/Street view 

(8)Center view between (1)current location and all the challenges

10
Objects on the map
A)

8



(1)Multiple choice  question

(2)Free text question

(3)Hint

(4)Physical activity

(5)Photo/Video challenge

(6)Geolocated Video

(7)Mini game. Puzzle

(8)Mini game. Guess the word

 

11
Challenges’ screens

8



(9)Mini game. Find the pairs

(10)Mini game. Related words

(11)Mini game. Slot machine

(12)Mini gane. AR Shell

(13)Guess the song 

11
Challenges’ screens
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12.1
Staff team - Main screen
A)

8

9

(1)Hide score disables points and ranking from teams’ devices. They will continue 
gather points, but will not see it

(2)Team’s name and location 

(3)Chat 

(4)Gadgets unlimited

Rate (5) Photos, Videos and (7)free text questions. 

(6)Score table 

(8)Inventory with unlimited objects

(9)Results with statistics for every team. A tool for force/skip challenges

(10)Download photos and videos directly on the staff iPad

(11)AR scenes testing tool 

10

11



12.2
Staff team - Results
A)         

This screen has same functions as “Follow Live” (4.3).
Choose a (6)Team from the list to see its (1)Challenges. (2)Completed  
challenges are marked in green 

You can (3)Force or (4)Skip a challenge for a certain (6)team or for
(5)all teams at once 

(7)Inventory button shows the objects of a team 

If a (1)Challenge has objects associated, you can check them in a (8)special section.

8



 

12.3
Staff team - Score photos/answers
A)

From Main Screen (11.1) proceed to Photos (11.1-5) or Questions (11.1-7) 

On the screen you see (1)completed challenges, (2)name of completed challenge 
and a (3)team.  

Click on the (1)challenge, and (4)evaluate it by moving a white circle and press 
(5)rate. 

After evaluating the challenge disappears, so you can see only pending challenges.



 

13
Premium account features
• Change “moove” logo in the top-center for any other or just remove “moove” logo 

• Gallery of custom icons. Crop any image in the Gallery as “icon” to use it as “Personolized icon”    

• Dynamic segments: users cannot change segments from the APP. Segments are changed manually from Back office 

• Automatic slideshow of photos taken during the game

• Download of all photos on the Staff iPad from main menu

• Video challenges has extended recording time 1 min

• Upload files up to 25 MB to a video gallery

• Hide Chat button on player’s screen. Players will not communicate with each other



14
Recommendations

These recommendations and FAQs are important for the creation and monitoring of Moove activities. The success (or failure) of an activity may depend on the correct 

implementation of these concepts. 

1. Name of the activity:
the contact number for emergencies should be posted next to the name of the activity. This provides another option aside from the emergency messages that can
be sent to staff through the Mooveteam chat system. The name of the activity can be put as the background image on the iPad.

2. Time to finish the event: 
If you make this time too short you can kill an event while teams are still playing. Unless you really need to end the game from the server at a specific time, the
recommendation is set this timer to a high value, such as 10,000 minutes. If it is crucial to finish the activity at an exact time bear in mind that the time begins the
minute that the activity is started in the back office.

3. Special briefing challenges: 
After taking the team picture it is a good idea to do a couple of QR challenges so the teams can see how the system works. A question challenge and a photo/video
challenge should also be done as part of the initial briefing.

4. Start and finish of the activity: 
Both the start and the finish should have “hints” assigned as a Welcome and Goodbye. The Goodbye hint should be ‘always visible’ in order for the teams to know
where the event finishes. The final point should be clearly stated during the initial briefing.

5. Text formatting: 
The texts, such as the introductory texts, should be big enough to be easily read on the iPad. The recommended text size is ‘Heading 1’.



14
Recommendations

6. Images within the text of questions and hints:  
Images can be added to the text by dragging the picture into the text box. For this to work you must be using “Mozilla Firefox” as your browser. Images should be big
enough to be seen clearly on the iPad.

7. Challenge GPS activation distance: 
20 meters is the standard recommended distance for clues, questions and pictures/videos and activities done by foot. For augmented reality challenges the
distance should be larger, set to the customer’s taste, with a maximum of 500 meters. For activities done by car, boat, bicycle, etc. the distance should be larger
depending on the speed of the transportation method used. The recommended value is 100 meters for motorized activities. However, testing before the activity
is highly recommended to avoid unexpected errors.

8. Challenge activation: 
Outdoor challenges are activated through geolocation. The GPS signal is generally not strong enough indoors and the indoor challenges should be activated 
through QR Codes or iBeacons. (ask Mooveteam for more details).

9. Distance between challenges:  
to keep tension in the game, in normal activities (walking) the distance between challenges should never be larger than 200 meters. The recommended distance is 
between 50 and 100 meters.

10. QR challenges: 
QR challenges should be preceded by a ‘hint’ that indicates how to find the QR Code.

11. Augmented Reality challenges should have three elements: 

- A ‘hint’ to indicate that there is a challenge and that the AR button should be activated.
- The AR challenge itself.
- A challenge question related to the AR. Please note that the ‘hint’ and the question should be more than 20 meters apart.



14
Recommendations

12. Details list (4.2). This list will alert you to possible planning errors such as: 
- Missing logo.
- Assigned routes: error ‘No teams in this route’.
- Distances between challenges and total distance in a route: find errors such as excessive distance between two challenges or excessive differences in total
 distances for different routes.
- Challenges/routes: some challenges might not appear in a route because they were made after the last update.

13. Pre-Event Testing: The test should be carried out as close to the date of the activity as possible for the following reasons: 

- To double check the geolocation of all the points.
- To verify that there is no physical impediment to get to any of the points, such as road construction.
- To have a more accurate estimate of the time needed to finish the event and verify the distance between challenges.
- To have a user experience to verify the overall quality of the entire activity.
- To make sure that all AR scenes work correctly, check it from the Staff iPad by pressing AR scenes button and choosing one of scenes

14. Special and Normal challenges. Add some ‘Special challenges’ to your event to enrich the experience. Here are some examples of special challenges: 
- Going inside shops or emblematic markets and solving a question challenge (using QR) or taking a picture. Getting a little reward on site (trinket, souvenir, etc.).

- Challenges involving street performers, actors, etc.
- Manual challenges (puzzles, etc) that are finished and graded through a picture of the result.
- Making a stop in a bar to get a little something to eat and drink and solving a question or taking a picture.

15. Event Logo. Recommended ratio of a picture is 1:1 (square). The system will crop it to a circle (like in Facebook) 



1. I am at the challenge point and the challenge does not pop-up on the screen: 
-It is not the next challenge according to the route order.
-It is a QR challenge and there is a code that must be scanned.
-The iPad does not have a 4G chip, therefore it has not GPS.
-The challenge corresponds to another segment.

2. Location error message: Settings/Location Services must be active.

3.  I have to reset the activity because a mistake was found: 
The activity must be stopped to change it. If an activity is stopped and restarted the results are lost.

4. A challenge is not physically accessible and it cannot be done, or it does not activate for unknown reasons, but the game must go on: 
From back office a challenge can be pushed in order to make it count as a successful challenge. Login to your back office and Follow live/details/push the desired
challenge. This can also be done from a staff-mode iPad.

5. An iPad does not work, it needs to be changed and the new device cannot be assigned to the team that needs it: 
In the back office unasign the team from the device that does not work and then assign it to the new one. Teams/unasign device.

6. Should an activity be ready to ask for the activation? 
No, it is only necessary to know the number of teams and the date of the activity.

What should I do if there is a change in the number of teams or the date of the activity after activating it? 
Contact Mooveteam to make the changes.

7. How many days prior to date should an activity be activated? 
There is no limit. The activation happens the moment it is solicited. However, it is recommended to do it as soon as the number of teams and date are known.

15
FAQ



8. The iPad cannot be heard outside in the streets.  

There are two solutions in addition to having the iPad volume to the maximum: show the transcription of the videos in the ‘introductory text’ boxes or use a Bluetooth
 speaker (ask Mooveteam for more details).

9. Is it necessary to add Video to the challenge?  

No, but it provides the challenges with more life.

10. Sometimes the teams lose focus between challenges and don’t realize they have arrived at the next challenge. 
What should be done to make sure they know? A practical solution is to add a friendly standardized video with an alarm.

11. I have created an activity with ‘N’ number of teams and I can only use two. 
The activity is not correctly authorized and only two iPads can be used as a test in demo mode.

12. The activity is not authorized. Are there any restrictions of the functions to play? 
No, everything works as if it was an authorized activity with the only difference that the chameleon will appear frequently with the ‘demo’ notification.

13. The routes have been created but they are not on the map when the iPad is loaded. 
After creating the routes, they must be assigned to the teams from the ‘Team’ tab.

14. While editing a route, if a challenge location is changed it changes in all the routes. 
The location of a challenge is unique for all the routes. If it changes in a route it will change in all routes. The only values that can be changed route by route in the 
route settings are the order, visibility and ‘not use’.
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15. An activity for ‘N’ teams has been created but I can only choose from a lower number of teams once activated. 
The number of teams that are activated are the ones that appear on the activity. Contact Mooveteam to add more teams to the activity. 

16. The activity cannot be chosen from the list that appears on the iPad. 

Click on the ‘Start’ button on the back office.

17. The activity has been ended by timeout. Can it be restarted so the teams can keep playing? 
No, once the activity ends it cannot be continued. This is why it is important to set very large time limits for activities.

18. No gadgets appear on the iPad. 
The gadgets have not been created.

19. I have created AR scene, but it doesn’t appear on my iPad. 
Only iPads with ARKit support this feature. ARKit requires an iOS device with iOS 11 and an A9 processor or later: iPad Pro (all models), iPad (6th generation), 
iPad (5th generation).

15
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